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Can't see the people for the trees
By Graham Saul, Bank Information Center

Hampered by insufficient budgets and a
restrictive policy on access to information, the
social and environmental staff of the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) are
often unable to adequately participate in the
preparation of a loan or share relevant
information with local groups. The Liberian
Agricultural Company (LAC) is a good
illustration of these problems. Despite the fact
that thousands of people's livelihoods are
dependent on the land owned by LAC, IFC
social and environmental staff did not visit the
area during project preparation and IFC public
documents only take into consideration the
project's impact on less than 100 people.

The forested areas of the LAC concession are
also being over-run by illegal loggers. In
response, the IFC is considering supporting a
selective logging operation to act as a deterrent
to illegal operators. However, if IFC were to
proceed with this option, it could be interpreted
as a violation of their policy prohibiting support
for certain kinds of logging.

LAC: History, Risks, and Development
Impact
190 kilometers east of Liberia's capital city of
Monrovia, sits a 120,000 hectare land
concession owned by the Liberian Agricultural
Company. The land was first awarded to LAC
more than 40 years ago. In the 1960s, it
underwent a partial transformation when roughly
10,500 ha of existing forest was cleared to make
way for a rubber plantation. Thousands more
hectares were turned into rice fields and pastures
for livestock. Despite these developments, much
of the LAC concession remained forested.

LAC exported rubber from the concession until
1992, when Liberia's ongoing war forced the
operation to temporarily shut down. The
ownership of the land and the company's assets
have been a source of ongoing contention due to
confusion created by the conflict and other
financial matters. In late-1998, the company's
ownership structure shifted once again when
Socfinco, a Luxembourg holding company,
purchased 75 percent of LAC. Socfinco
developed a $7 million program to rehabilitate
and expand the rubber operation and approached
the IFC for a $3.5 million loan.

The publicly available information on this
project does not include the IFC’s rationale for
investing, nor does it outline the project's
expected development outcomes. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine which aspects of the LAC
investment convinced the IFC that supporting
this undertaking was consistent with the World
Bank Group's poverty alleviation mandate.
Presumably, however, the IFC intended its $3.5
million investment in Liberia to stimulate jobs
and thereby improve the standard of living of
workers and those engaged in related
enterprises. The project was probably also seen
as a source of much needed foreign direct
investment and a potential means of
reinvigorating the country's low export base.

The IFC was apparently aware of the many risks
associated with this project. For instance, its
policies prohibit it from supporting certain kinds
of logging operations, yet the potential for
logging on the concession was identified by the
IFC.1 Not only had LAC's former owners, who
maintain a 25 percent interest in the company,
openly declared their intention to log the forest,
but the new owners were themselves partially
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owned by Bollore, a company with substantial
logging-related interests in West Africa. The
concession was also the target of illegal logging
operations. In response, the IFC received
commitments that LAC would not engage in
logging without its authorization. It also
resolved to monitor the impact of the illegal
logging operations through the periodic social
and environmental reports that LAC was to
prepare. The IFC further stated that "[LAC] is
looking at ways in which [they] can protect
remaining forest assets within the estate from
illegal damage by third parties."2

Issues associated with land tenure and existing
land use were also identified as a source of
potential concern. However, IFC public
documents stated that the rehabilitation and
expansion of the rubber tapping operations
would affect only "small numbers" (less than
100 individuals). The IFC stated that: "The
company has met with small holders and others
who have settled around the estate and discussed
the proposed rehabilitation and expansion plans.
There has been no objection to these plans."

Inadequate Social Assessment and the
Dilemma of Illegal Logging
Almost as soon as the project was approved it
became a source of controversy. In early-2000, a
Liberian non-governmental organization (NGO),
SAMFU, argued that LAC was preparing to
contract out logging rights within the
concession. SAMFU also argued that existing
worker conditions and LAC community
outreach was inadequate. They released a report
on the project and approached the IFC for
clarification on some of the issues identified. A
number of problems related to the project
became evident.

Can't see the people for the trees:
SAMFU's report argued that those working on
the plantation were not provided with adequate
living conditions and that the IFC was mistaken
in estimating that there were less than 100
people living on the 2,500 ha area designated for
the expansion of the rubber tapping operations.

The report also argued that LAC's community
outreach initiative did not provide the local
population with a clear understanding of how the
project would affect their lives.

There were also thousands of people living on
the concession outside of the immediate rubber
tapping area, yet there was no mention of these
people in the IFC's available documentation.
Despite the fact that they might have lived there
all their lives, many people did not even know
whether or not they were living on land
ostensibly owned by LAC. They were also
unaware of their legal rights to the land upon
which they had grown dependent.

Despite the complicated questions associated
with land rights in a post-conflict situation such
as Liberia, and the thousands of people living on
the land within the IFC-financed concession, at
no stage during project preparation did an IFC
social and environmental staff person actually
visit the project site. Due to budget and human
resource constraints, the IFC was relying on
information provided by the company, as well as
phone conversations and the input of technical
staff charged with other responsibilities.
Available IFC documentation came to less than
four pages and does not mention the thousands
of people depending on access to land within the
concession.

SAMFU called on the IFC to "prevail on LAC to
immediately initiate sincere discussions - in an
atmosphere of mutual respect - with
communities situated within the concession…"3

Cutting down the trees to save the forest:
The illegal logging of primary and good
secondary forest within the LAC concession
accelerated alarmingly in the months following
the project's approval by the IFC. Companies
were entering the concession and logging the
forest with impunity. SAMFU argued that this
was being done with the tacit acceptance of
some Liberian authorities.
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In response, the IFC commissioned the British-
based NGO, Flora and Fauna International
(FFI), to investigate the matter and advise on
possible solutions. FFI's report apparently
argued that illegal logging threatened to
decimate the forest and recommended that the
IFC take action at a number of levels, including
using their legal and political influence to
encourage Liberian authorities to take action.
FFI also recommended that the IFC should
consider endorsing a selective logging operation
under IFC supervision. They argued that
sustainable logging was preferable to the
wholesale destruction of the forest at the hands
of illegal operators. However, they were not
fully convinced that IFC-sanctioned logging
alone would be a sufficient deterrent to save the
area.

SAMFU's report, discussed above, was released
shortly after FFI submitted its findings to the
IFC. SAMFU argued that LAC intended to
contract out logging rights on the concession to
a third party. They were not convinced that
LAC-authorized logging represented a
sustainable alternative to the deforestation
associated with illegal operators. Among other
things, they called on the IFC to "help Liberians
better understand [LAC's] intentions in the
country by explaining the nature of the IFC's
own agreement with LAC (as it relates to
logging within the concession) as well as LAC's
apparent agreement" to contract a third party to
log the area.4

The IFC's Response:
Following the release of SAMFU's report, a
series of meetings and correspondence occurred
between various NGOs and the IFC. Throughout
this process, the staff of the IFC's Environmental
and Social Review Unit demonstrated a sincere
interest in addressing the urgent problem of
deforestation on the concession, as well as a
willingness to dialogue with NGOs regarding
the social dimensions of the project. They
clarified their rationale for contemplating a
selective logging operation and argued that LAC

could not proceed without the IFC's prior
approval. They also assured SAMFU that a
selective logging operation would require a
thorough environmental assessment and
subsequent monitoring. However, it became
apparent that the IFC faced a number of
institutional impediments to maximizing its
environmental and social impact and engaging
external organizations in a constructive
dialogue.

First, the failure of the IFC's Environmental and
Social Review Unit to visit the concession prior
to project approval was not necessarily an
oversight. In fact, due to budget and human
resource constraints, only a fraction of projects
are visited by the Unit. It is likely that these
circumstances compromised the IFC's capacity
to determine the full human dimensions of the
project and to adequately consider the conditions
and rights of the thousands of people living on
the concession.

Second, the IFC's Policy on Information
Disclosure, which outlines what information will
and will not be made available to the public, is a
constant impediment to meaningful
communication between interested parties and
the IFC. As stated above, the only two
documents that the IFC was required to make
available to the public came to a combined total
of less than four pages and did not contain
sufficient information to inform the public. The
IFC does not release the core project document
that is presented to the Board of Executive
Directors for approval, as is the case with World
Bank projects. It also does not release the
periodic social and environmental reports that
LAC submits to the IFC during the life of the
project. While Flora and Fauna International,
under certain conditions, did not object to the
public release of their report on illegal logging
within the concession, the IFC refused to release
the document. The Corporation did suggest that
they might be able to make a summarized
version of the report available, but months later
nothing had come of this suggestion.
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In response to the controversy surrounding the
project, a member of the Environmental and
Social Review Unit visited Liberia in June 2000.
Among other things, the visit helped broker a
dialogue between the company and SAMFU.
While the IFC acknowledged that the workers'
conditions were not ideal, they argued that LAC
was still in the process of rehabilitating the
operation. They encouraged continued dialogue
between LAC and local communities and
organizations.

At the time this case study was written, the
question of IFC support for a selective logging
operation on the concession was still under
consideration. The IFC has suggested that it is
taking steps to encourage the Liberian
authorities to respect LAC's rights to the forest,
though they have not disclosed what this means
in practice. The land rights of those living in the
forest remains an open question.

Conclusion:
The LAC case illustrates a number of issues that
have broader implications for the work of the
IFC. First, the failure of the Environmental and
Social Review Unit to visit the project during
preparation, combined with the fact that only a
small percentage of IFC projects are visited by
the Unit prior to approval, raises questions about
the Corporation's capacity to ensure adequate
social and environmental supervision. While the
Unit itself has grown in recent years, the IFC
should ensure that resource levels are sufficient
to provide environmental and social staff with
the ability to play an active role throughout the
project cycle. Failure to secure adequate
financing for the Unit will inevitably
compromise development impact.

Second, the IFC's existing information policy is
an obstacle to mutually beneficial dialogue with
outside parties. Its unwillingness to divulge

relevant social and environmental information,
such as FFI's report on illegal logging or LAC's
periodic social and environmental reports,
prevents the IFC from making use of potentially
valuable feedback. In this sense, denying access
to social and environmental information is not
only a denial of people's fundamental right to
know, but it also prevents the IFC from
benefiting from the input of important
stakeholders who often have intimate knowledge
of a given project's impact. Greater information
disclosure would, therefore, strengthen the IFC's
ability to achieve positive outcomes in project
financing.

Finally, the LAC case demonstrates that the IFC
does not systematically explain its development
objectives when financing a given project.
Clearly articulating the intended impacts of an
individual investment would help people to
better understand the assumptions underlying
IFC involvement. This would allow people to
comment on the degree to which IFC
assumptions hold true in a given context and, in
turn, provide the Corporation with the
information it needs to adjust the project in order
to maximize positive outcomes. This can only be
done, however, if the intended development
impact is clearly articulated.

For further information contact:

Bank Information Center
Graham Saul
Tel: 202-624-0626
Fax: 202-737-1155
Eml: <gsaul@bicusa.org>

International Finance Corporation
Mark Eckstein,
Environment and Social Review Unit
Eml: <meckstein@ifc.org>

                                                          
1 See the IFC's Environmental Review Summary for the
LAC project.

                                                                                      
2 Quote drawn from the IFC's Summary of Project
Information for the LAC project.
3 Letter from SAMFU to the IFC, March 13, 2000.
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4 Letter from SAMFU to the IFC, March 13, 2000.
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